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A. Enable XPages on the Domino server. 
B. Configure an Internet Certificate Authority. 
C. Set up a key management store on the Domino server. 
D. Set up a credential store application on the Domino server. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 88 
John is configuring federated login for his IBM Notes users. Where does he store the 
metadata.xml file that he receives from the Identity Provider (IdP)? 

A. the ID Vault 
B. the IdP Catalog 
C. the Credential Store 
D. each user's Notes ID  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 89 

Which option can SHA-2 security be used with?
 

A. X.509 certificates only 
B. all IBM Domino certifiers 
C. S/MIME signed mail only 
D. X.509 certificate signature verification and S/MIME signed mail 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 90 
Russell has configured his IBM Domino Web server for federated login. When he tries 
to open his IBM iNotes mailbox, he is redirected to authenticate with his Identity 
Provider's login site. His browser displays "Error 400 You are not authorized to 
perform this operation", and he is unable to open his iNotes mailbox. The Domino 
Web server's log.nsf error message says "Bad SAML Request". Where would Russell 
find the problem? 

A. IdP Catalog 
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B. Internet Site document 
C. credential store application 
D. key ring file for the Web server 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 91 
What does the IBM Domino administrator need to do to make sure version 9.0 Fault 
Analyzer features are available and working? 

A. Make sure the design of the Fault Reports database is upgraded. 
B. Make sure the latest NSD 9.0 version is installed on all Domino servers. 
C. Make sure version 9.0 Fault Analyzer task is updated in the ServerTasks= line in 
notes.ini. 
D. Make sure the Server configuration document for the Domino server that has the 
Fault Analyzer task enabled is updated with the new features. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 92 
Abigail notices that none of the widget catalog managers are able to approve 
OpenSocial widgets. What is the solution to this problem? 

A. The [RatingAuthor] role lacks a database manager assigned to it. 
B. The [Admins] role in the widget catalog needs the administration server assigned to 
it. 
C. The WidgetCatalogAdmins and CredentialStoreAdmins groups have not been 
created yet. 
D. The [Admins] role needs the same manager(s) to be assigned in both the widget 
catalog and credential store applications. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 93 
Julian imported an .ics file into his IBM Notes 9.0 calendar. The meeting is flagged as 
already existing and Julian decides to import the entry anyway. He then calls the help 
desk as he is now seeing a duplicate entry on his calendar. What is causing this 
behavior? 
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A. Julian's mail file has the wrong template version. 
B. Julian accidentally removed replication for his local replica. 
C. Julian is running both Notes 8.5.3 FP1 and Notes 9.0 on the same machine. 
D. Notes 9.0 changed the behavior of the import process and Notes is functioning as 
designed. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 94 
Richard is having trouble using federated login. What should his administrator do to 
assist with troubleshooting? 

A. Enable log analysis on the IBM Domino server. 
B. Enable SAML probes in Domino Domain Monitoring. 
C. Enable SAML diagnostics on the Domino server using the proper notes.ini 
parameters. 
D. Enable SAML diagnostics on the IBM Notes client using the proper notes.ini 
parameters. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 95 
In the Fault Reports database, a fault report is in the Possible Problem (possibly 
actionable) category of the View By Disposition view. What is the description of this 
category? 

A. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to match their crash 
stacks against previously reported crashes. 
B. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to investigate the 
problem, but are not likely to result in action that the administrator should take. 
C. The fault reports in this category have sufficient information to investigate the 
problem, however 
IBM recommends to collect new data for further investigation. 
D. The fault reports in this category do not contain sufficient information to investigate 
the problem. However, IBM is constantly improving its data collection techniques, and 
fault reports on similar crashes in the future will be likely to contain more necessary 
information. 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 96 
Stu received an escalated support ticket because the Widget Approval process is not 
prompting for the OAuth data on his IBM Domino 9.0 Social Edition server. What is 
the cause for this issue? 

A. He is using the OAuth3 protocol. 
B. The Widget Catalog ODS is not upgraded for Domino 9.0. 
C. Domino 9.0 does not support Open Social gadgets on upgraded servers. 
D. The name attribute associated with each Open Social gadget is missing and needs a 
value. 

Answer: D 
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